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ABSTRACT

A System for the rapid characterization of multi-analyte
fluids, in one embodiment, includes a light Source, a Sensor
array, and a detector. The Sensor array is formed from a
Supporting member into which a plurality of cavities may be
formed. A Series of chemically Sensitive particles are, in one
embodiment positioned within the cavities. The particles
may be configured to produce a Signal when a receptor
coupled to the particle interacts with the analyte. Using
pattern recognition techniques, the analytes within a multi
analyte fluid may be characterized.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0003) 1. Field of the Invention
0004. The present invention relates to a method and
device for the detection of analytes in a fluid. More particu
larly, the invention relates to the development of a Sensor
array System capable of discriminating mixtures of analytes,
toxins, and/or bacteria in medical, food/beverage, and envi
ronmental Solutions.

0005 2. Brief Description of the Related Art
0006 The development of Smart sensors capable of dis
criminating different analytes, toxins, and bacteria has
become increasingly important for clinical, environmental,
health and Safety, remote Sensing, military, food/beverage
and chemical processing applications. Although many Sen
Sors capable of high Sensitivity and high Selectivity detection
have been fashioned for Single analyte detection, only in a
few Selected cases have array Sensors been prepared which
display Solution phase multi-analyte detection capabilities.
The advantages of Such array Systems are their utility for the
analysis of multiple analytes and their ability to be “trained”
to respond to new Stimuli. Such on Site adaptive analysis
capabilities afforded by the array Structures make their
utilization promising for a variety of future applications.
Array based Sensors displaying the capacity to Sense and
identify complex vapors have been demonstrated recently
using a number of distinct transduction Schemes. For
example, functional Sensors based on Surface Acoustic
Wave (SAW), tin oxide (SnO) sensors, conductive organic
polymers, and carbon black/polymer composites have been
fashioned. The use of tin oxide Sensors, for example, is
described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,654,497 to Hoffheins et al.

These Sensors display the capacity to identify and discrimi
nate between a variety of organic vapors by Virtue of Small
Site-to-site differences in response characteristics. Pattern
recognition of the Overall fingerprint response for the array
Serves as the basis for an olfaction-like detection of the

Vapor phase analyte Species. Indeed, Several commercial
“electronic noses” have been developed recently. Most of
the well established Sensing elements are based on SnO2.
arrays which have been derivatized So as to yield chemically
distinct response properties. Arrays based on SAW crystals
yield extremely Sensitive responses to vapor, however, engi
neering challenges have prevented the creation of large
SAW arrays having multiple Sensor Sites. To our knowledge,
the largest SAW device reported to date possesses only 12
Sensor elements. Additionally, limited chemical diversity
and the lack of understanding of the molecular features of
Such Systems makes their expansion into more complex
analysis difficult.
0007. Other structures have been developed that are
capable of identifying and discriminating Volatile organic
molecules. One Structure involves a Series of conductive

polymer layerS deposited onto metal contacting layers.
When these Sensors are exposed to volatile reagents, Some
of the volatile reagents adsorb into the polymer layers,
leading to Small changes in the electrical resistance of these
layers. It is the small differences in the behavior of the
various sites that allows for a discrimination, identification,

and quantification of the vapors. The detection process takes
only a few Seconds, and Sensitivities of part-per-billion can
be achieved with this relatively simple approach. This
“electronic nose' system is described in U.S. Pat. No.
5,698,089 to Lewis et al. which is incorporated herein by
reference as if set forth herein.

0008 Although the above described electronic nose pro
vides an impressive capability for monitoring volatile
reagents, the System possesses a number of undesirable
characteristics that warrant the development of alternative
Sensor array Systems. For example, the electronic nose can
be used only for the identification of volatile reagents. For
many environmental, military, medical, and commercial
applications, the identification and quantification of analytes
present in liquid or Solid-phase samples is necessary. More

over, the electronic nose Systems are expensive (e.g., the
Aromascan system costs about $50,000/unit) and bulky (21

ft). Furthermore, the functional elements for the currently

available electronic nose are composed of conductive poly
mer Systems which possess little chemical Selectivity for
many of the analytes which are of interest to the military and

civilian communities.

0009. One of the most commonly employed sensing
techniques has exploited colloidal polymer microSpheres for

latex agglutination tests (LATS) in clinical analysis. Com
mercially available LATs for more than 60 analytes are used
routinely for the detection of infectious diseases, illegal
drugs, and early pregnancy tests. The vast majority of these
types of Sensors operate on the principle of agglutination of

latex particles (polymer microspheres) which occurs when

the antibody-derivatized microspheres become effectively
“croSS-linked' by a foreign antigen resulting in the attach
ment to, or the inability to pass through a filter. The
dye-doped microSpheres are then detected calorimetrically
upon removal of the antigen carrying Solution. However, the
LATS lack the ability to be utilized for multiple, real time
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analyte detection Schemes as the nature of the response
intrinsically depends on a cooperative effect of the entire
collection of microSpheres.
0.010 Similar to the electronic nose, array sensors that
have shown great analytical promise are those based on the
“DNA on a chip” technology. These devices possess a high
density of DNA hybridization sites that are affixed in a
two-dimensional pattern on a planar Substrate. To generate
nucleotide Sequence information, a pattern is created from
unknown DNA fragments binding to various hybridization
Sites. Both radiochemical and optical methods have pro
vided excellent detection limits for analysis of limited

quantities of DNA. (Stimpson, D.I.; Hoijer, J. V.; Hsieh, W.;

Jou, C., Gardon, J.; Theriault, T., Gamble, R.; Balde

schwieler, J. D. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 1995, 92,6379).

Although quite promising for the detection of DNA frag
ments, these arrays are generally not designed for non-DNA
molecules, and accordingly show very little Sensitivity to
Smaller organic molecules. Many of the target molecules of
interest to civilian and military communities, however, do
not possess DNA components. Thus, the need for a flexible,
non-DNA based sensor is still desired. Moreover, while a

number of prototype DNA chips containing up to a few
thousand different nucleic acid probes have been described,
the existing technologies tend to be difficult to expand to a
practical size. As a result, DNA chips may be prohibitively
expensive for practical uses.
0.011 Systems for analyzing fluid samples using an array
formed of heterogeneous, semi-selective thin films which
function as Sensing receptor units are described in U.S. Pat.
Nos. 6,023,540; 5,814,524; 5,700,897; 5,512,490; 5,480,
723: 5,252,494; 5,250.264; 5,244,813; 5,244,636; and

5,143,853 which are incorporated herein by reference as if
Set forth herein. These Systems appears to describe the use
of covalently attached polymeric "cones' which are grown
via photopolymerization onto the distal face of fiber optic
bundles. These Sensor probes appear to be designed with the
goal of obtaining unique, continuous, and reproducible
responses from Small localized regions of dye-doped poly
mer. The polymer appears to Serve as a Solid Support for
indicator molecules that provide information about test
Solutions through changes in optical properties. These poly
mer Supported Sensors have been used for the detection of
analytes Such as pH, metals, and Specific biological entities.
Methods for manufacturing large numbers of reproducible
Sensors, however, has yet to be developed. Moreover, no
methods for acquisitions of data Streams in a simultaneous
manner are commercially available with this System. Optical
alignment issues may also be problematic for these Systems.
0012. A method of rapid sample analysis for use in the
diagnostic microbiology field is also desirable. The tech
niques now used for rapid microbiology diagnostics detect
either antigens or nucleic acids. Rapid antigen testing is
based on the use of antibodies to recognize either the Single
cell organism or the presence of infected cell material.
Inherent to this approach is the need to obtain and charac
terize the binding of the antibody to unique Structures on the
organism being tested. Since the identification and isolation
of the appropriate antibodies is time consuming, these
techniques are limited to a single agent per testing module
and there is no opportunity to evaluate the amount of agent
present.
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0013 Most antibody methods are relatively insensitive

and require the presence of 10 to 107 organisms. The

response time of antibody-antigen reactions in diagnostic
tests of this type ranges from 10 to 120 minutes, depending
on the method of detection. The fastest methods are gener
ally agglutination reactions, but these methods are leSS
sensitive due to difficulties in visual interpretation of the
reactions. Approaches with slower reaction times include
antigen recognition by antibody conjugated to either an
enzyme or chromophore. These test types tend to be more
Sensitive, especially when spectrophotometric methods are
used to determine if an antigen-antibody reaction has
occurred. These detection Schemes do not, however, appear
to allow the Simultaneous detection of multiple analytes on
a single detector platform.
0014. The alternative to antigen detection is the detection
of nucleic acids. An approach for diagnostic testing with
nucleic acids uses hybridization to target unique regions of
the target organism. These techniques require fewer organ

isms (10 to 10), but require about five hours to complete.

AS with antibody-antigen reactions this approach has not
been developed for the Simultaneous detection of multiple
analytes.
0015 The most recent improvement in the detection of
microorganisms has been the use of nucleic acid amplifica
tion. Nucleic acid amplification tests have been developed
that generate both qualitative and quantitative data. How
ever, the current limitations of these testing methods are
related to delayS caused by Specimen preparation, amplifi
cation, and detection. Currently, the standard assays require
about five hours to complete. The ability to complete much
faster detection for a variety of microorganisms would be of
tremendous importance to military intelligence, national
Safety, medical, environmental, and food areas.
0016. It is therefore desirable that new sensors capable of
discriminating different analytes, toxins, and bacteria be
developed for medical/clinical diagnostic, environmental,
health and Safety, remote Sensing, military, food/beverage,
and chemical processing applications. It is further desired
that the Sensing System be adaptable to the Simultaneous
detection of a variety of analytes to improve throughput
during various chemical and biological analytical proce
dures.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0017. Herein we describe a system and method for the
analysis of a fluid containing one or more analytes. The
System may be used for either liquid or gaseous fluids. The
System, in Some embodiments, may generate patterns that
are diagnostic for both the individual analytes and mixtures
of the analytes. The System in Some embodiments, is made
of a plurality of chemically Sensitive particles, formed in an
ordered array, capable of Simultaneously detecting many
different kinds of analytes rapidly. An aspect of the System
is that the array may be formed using a microfabrication
process, thus allowing the System to be manufactured in an
inexpensive manner.
0018. In an embodiment of a system for detecting ana
lytes, the System, in Some embodiments, includes a light
Source, a Sensor array, and a detector. The Sensor array, in
Some embodiments, is formed of a Supporting member
which is configured to hold a variety of chemically Sensitive
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particles (herein referred to as “particles”) in an ordered
array. The particles are, in Some embodiments, elements
which will create a detectable signal in the presence of an

analyte. The particles may produce optical (e.g., absorbance
or reflectance) or fluorescence/phosphorescent signals upon

exposure to an analyte. Examples of particles include, but
are not limited to functionalized polymeric beads, agarous
beads, dextrose beads, polyacrylamide beads, control
0019. As depicted in FIG. 28C, additional layers of
photoresist material 766 and 768 may be formed upon the
second photoresist layer 764. The openings of the additional
photoresist layers 766 and 768 may be progressively larger
as each layer is added to the Stack. In this manner, a tapered
cavity may be formed. Additional layers of photoresist
material may be added until the desired thickness of the
Supporting member is obtained. The thickness of the Sup
porting member, in one embodiment, is greater than a width
of a particle. For example, if a layer of photoresist material
has a thickness of about 25 um and a particle has a width of
about 100 um, a Supporting member may be formed from
four or more layers of photoresist material. While depicted
as pyramidal, the cavity may be formed in a number of
different shapes, including but not limited to, rectangular,
circular, Oval, triangular, and trapezoidal. Any of these
shapes may be obtained by appropriate patterning and
etching of the photoresist layerS as they are formed.
0020. In some instances, the photoresist material may be
Substantially transparent to the light produced by the light
Source. AS described above, the use of a transparent Sup
porting member may lead to “cross-talk” between the cavi
ties. To reduce the occurrence of this “cross-talk”, a Sub

stantially reflective layer 770 may be formed along the inner
surface of the cavities 762, as depicted in FIG. 28D. In one
embodiment, the reflective layer is composed of a metal
layer which is formed on the inner surface of the cavities
762. The metal layer may be deposited using chemical vapor
deposition or other techniques for depositing thin metal
layers. The presence of a reflective layer may inhibit “croSS
talk” between the cavities.

0021. After the cavities 762 are formed, particles 772
may be inserted into the cavities 762, as depicted in FIG.
28D. The narrow portions of the cavities 762 may serve as
a support for the particles 772. The particles 772 may be
inhibited from being displaced from the cavities 762 by the
lower portion of the cavities. After the particles 772 are
placed in the cavities 762, a cover 774 may be placed upon
the upper surface of the top layer 776 of the supporting
member, as depicted in FIG. 28E. In one embodiment, the
cover 774 is also formed from a film of photoresist material.
After the cover layer is formed, openings 778 may be
formed in the cover 774 to allow the passage of the fluid into
the cavities.

0022. A high sensitivity CCD array may be used to
measure changes in optical characteristics which occur upon
binding of the biological/chemical agents. The CCD arrayS
may be interfaced with filters, light sources, fluid delivery
and micromachined particle receptacles, So as to create a
functional Sensor array. Data acquisition and handling may
be performed with existing CCD technology. CCD detectors
may be configured to measure white light, ultraViolet light or
fluorescence. Other detectorS Such as photomultiplier tubes,
charge induction devices, photo diodes, photodiode arrayS,
and microchannel plates may also be used.
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0023) A particle, in some embodiments, possess both the
ability to bind the analyte of interest and to create a
modulated Signal. The particle may include receptor mol
ecules which posses the ability to bind the analyte of interest
and to create a modulated Signal. Alternatively, the particle
may include receptor molecules and indicators. The receptor
molecule may posses the ability to bind to an analyte of
interest. Upon binding the analyte of interest, the receptor
molecule may cause the indicator molecule to produce the
modulated Signal. The receptor molecules may be naturally
occurring or Synthetic receptors formed by rational design or
combinatorial methods. Some examples of natural receptors
include, but are not limited to, DNA, RNA, proteins,
enzymes, oligopeptides, antigens, and antibodies. Either
natural or Synthetic receptorS may be chosen for their ability
to bind to the analyte molecules in a Specific manner.
0024. In one embodiment, a naturally occurring or syn
thetic receptor is bound to a polymeric bead in order to
create the particle. The particle, in Some embodiments, is

capable of both binding the analyte(s) of interest and cre

ating a detectable signal. In Some embodiments, the particle
will create an optical Signal when bound to an analyte of
interest.

0025) A variety of natural and synthetic receptors may be
used. The Synthetic receptorS may come from a variety of

classes including, but not limited to, polynucleotides (e.g.,
aptamers), peptides (e.g., enzymes and antibodies), Synthetic
receptors, polymeric unnatural biopolymers (e.g., polythio
ureas, polyguanidiniums), and imprinted polymers. Poly
nucleotides are relatively small fragments of DNA which
may be derived by sequentially building the DNA sequence.
Peptides include natural peptides Such as antibodies or
enzymes or may be Synthesized from amino acids. Unnatu
ral biopolymers are chemical Structure which are based on
natural biopolymers, but which are built from unnatural
linking units. For example, polythioureas and polyguani
diniums have a structure Similar to peptides, but may be

Synthesized from diamines (i.e., compounds which include
at least two amine functional groups) rather than amino

acids. Synthetic receptors are designed organic or inorganic
Structures capable of binding various analytes.
0026. In an embodiment, a large number of chemical/
biological agents of interest to the military and civilian
communities may be Sensed readily by the described array
Sensors. Bacteria may also be detected using a similar
System. To detect, Sense, and identify intact bacteria, the cell
surface of one bacteria may be differentiated from other
bacteria, or genomic material may be detected using oligo
nucleic receptors. One method of accomplishing this differ

entiation is to target cell Surface oligosaccharides (i.e., Sugar
residues). The use of Synthetic receptors which are specific
for oligosaccharides may be used to determine the presence
of Specific bacteria by analyzing for cell Surface oligosac

charides.

0027. In one embodiment, a receptor may be coupled to
a polymeric resin. The receptor may undergo a chemical
reaction in the presence of an analyte Such that a signal is
produced. Indicators may be coupled to the receptor or the
polymeric bead. The chemical reaction of the analyte with
the receptor may cause a change in the local microenviron
ment of the indicator to alter the Spectroscopic properties of
the indicator. This signal may be produced using a variety of
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Signalling protocols. Such protocols may include absor
bance, fluorescence resonance energy transfer, and/or fluo
rescence quenching. Receptor-analyte combination may
include, but are not limited to, peptides-proteases, poly
nucleotides-nucleases, and oligosaccharides- oligosaccha
ride cleaving agents.
0028. In one embodiment, a receptor and an indicator
may be coupled to a polymeric resin. The receptor may
undergo a conformational change in the presence of an
analyte Such that a change in the local microenvironment of
the indicator occurs. This change may alter the Spectroscopic
properties of the indicator. The interaction of the receptor
with the indicator may be produce a variety of different
Signals depending on the Signalling protocol used. Such
protocols may include absorbance, fluorescence resonance
energy transfer, and/or fluorescence quenching.
0029. In an embodiment, the sensor array system
includes an array of particles. The particles may include a
receptor molecule coupled to a polymeric bead. The recep
tors, in Some embodiments, are chosen for interacting with
analytes. This interaction may take the form of a binding/
asSociation of the receptors with the analytes. The Support
ing member may be made of any material capable of
Supporting the particles, while allowing the passage of the
appropriate wavelengths of light. The Supporting member
may include a plurality of cavities. The cavities may be
formed Such that at least one particle is Substantially con
tained within the cavity. A vacuum may be coupled to the
cavities. The vacuum may be applied to the entire Sensor
array. Alternatively, a vacuum apparatus may be coupled to
the cavities to provide a vacuum to the cavities. A vacuum
apparatus is any device capable of creating a pressure
differential to cause fluid movement. The vacuum apparatus
may apply a pulling force to any fluids within the cavity. The
Vacuum apparatus may pull the fluid through the cavity.
Examples of vacuum apparatuSS include pre-sealed Vacuum
chamber, Vacuum pumps, vacuum lines, or aspirator-type
pumpS.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0030) The above brief description as well as further
objects, features and advantages of the methods and appa
ratus of the present invention will be more fully appreciated
by reference to the following detailed description of pres
ently preferred but nonetheless illustrative embodiments in
accordance with the present invention when taken in con
junction with the accompanying drawings in which:
0031) FIG. 1 depicts a schematic of an analyte detection
System;

0.032 FIG. 2 depicts a particle disposed in a cavity;
0033) FIG. 3 depicts a sensor array;
0034 FIGS. 4A-F depict the formation of a Fabry-Perot
cavity on the back of a Sensor array;
0035 FIG. 5 depicts the chemical constituents of a
particle;
0.036 FIG. 6 depicts the chemical formulas of some
receptor compounds,
0037 FIG. 7 depicts a plot of the absorbance of green

light vs. concentration of calcium (Ca') for a particle which

includes an o-creSolphthalein complexone receptor,
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0038 FIG. 8 depicts a schematic view of the transfer of
energy from a first indicator to a Second indicator in the
presence of an analyte,
0039 FIG. 9 depicts a schematic of the interaction of a
Sugar molecule with a boronic acid based receptor.
0040 FIG. 10 depicts various synthetic receptors;
0041 FIG. 11 depicts a synthetic pathway for the syn
thesis of polythioureas,
0042 FIG. 12 depicts a synthetic pathway for the syn
thesis of polyguanidiniums,
0043 FIG. 13 depicts a synthetic pathway for the syn
thesis of diamines from amino acids,

0044) FIG. 14 depicts fluorescent diamino monomers;
004.5 FIG. 15 depicts a plot of counts/sec. (i.e., intensity)

VS. time as the pH of a Solution Surrounding a particle
coupled to o-creSolphthalein is cycled from acidic to basic
conditions,

0046 FIG. 16 depicts the color responses of a variety of

sensing particles to Solutions of Ca' and various pH levels;

0047 FIG. 17 depicts an analyte detection system which
includes a Sensor array disposed within a chamber;
0048 FIG. 18 depicts an integrated analyte detection
System;

0049 FIG. 19 depicts a cross-sectional view of a cavity
covered by a mesh cover,
0050 FIG. 20 depicts a top view of a cavity covered by
a mesh cover;

0051 FIGS. 21 A-G depict a cross-sectional view of a
Series of processing Steps for the formation of a Sensor array
which includes a removable top and bottom cover;
0052 FIGS. 22A-G depict a cross-sectional view of a
Series of processing Steps for the formation of a Sensor array
which includes a removable top and a Stationary bottom
coVer,

0053 FIGS. 23A-G depict a cross-sectional view of a
Series of processing Steps for the formation of a Sensor array
which includes a removable top;
0054 FIGS. 24A-D depict a cross-sectional view of a
Series of processing Steps for the formation of a Silicon based
Sensor array which includes a top and bottom cover with
openings aligned with the cavity;
0055 FIGS. 25A-D depict a cross-sectional view of a
Series of processing Steps for the formation of a photoresist
based Sensor array which includes a top and bottom cover
with openings aligned with the cavity;
0056 FIGS. 26A-E depict a cross-sectional view of a
Series of processing StepS for the formation of a plastic based
Sensor array which includes a top and bottom cover with
openings aligned with the cavity;
0057 FIGS. 27A-D depict a cross-sectional view of a
Series of processing Steps for the formation of a Silicon based
Sensor array which includes a top cover with openings
aligned with the cavity and a tapered cavity;
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0.058 FIGS. 28A-E depict a cross-sectional view of a
Series of processing Steps for the formation of a photoresist
based Sensor array which includes a top cover with openings
aligned with the cavity and a tapered cavity;
0059 FIGS. 29A-E depict a cross-sectional view of a
Series of processing Steps for the formation of a photoresist
based Sensor array which includes a top cover with openings
aligned with the cavity and a bottom cover;
0060 FIGS. 30A-D depict a cross-sectional view of a
Series of processing Steps for the formation of a plastic based
Sensor array which includes a top cover with openings
aligned with the cavity and a bottom cover;
0061 FIG. 31 depicts a cross-sectional view of a sche
matic of a micropump;
0.062 FIG. 32 depicts a top view of an electrohydrody
namic pump;
0.063 FIG. 33 depicts a cross-sectional view of a sensor
array which includes a micropump;
0.064 FIG. 34 depicts a cross-sectional view of a sensor
array which includes a micropump and channels which are
coupled to the cavities,
0065 FIG. 35 depicts a cross-sectional view of a sensor
array which includes multiple micropumps each micropump
being coupled to a cavity;
0.066 FIG. 36 depicts a top view of a sensor array which
includes multiple electrohydrodynamic pumps;
0067 FIG. 37 depicts a cross-sectional view of a sensor
array which includes a System for delivering a reagent from
a reagent particle to a Sensing cavity;
0068 FIG. 38 depicts a cross-sectional view of a sensor
array which includes a vacuum chamber;
0069 FIG. 39 depicts a cross-sectional view of a sensor
array which includes a vacuum chamber, a filter, and a
reagent reservoir.
0070 FIG. 40 depicts a general scheme for the testing of
an antibody analyte,
0071 FIG. 41 depicts general scheme for the detection of
antibodies which uses a Sensor array composed of four
individual beads;

0.072 FIG. 42 depicts a sensor array which includes a
Vacuum chamber, a Sensor array chamber, and a Sampling
device;

0073 FIG. 43 depicts a flow path of a fluid stream
through a Sensor array from the top toward the bottom of the
Sensor array;

0074 FIG. 44 depicts a flow path of a fluid stream
through a Sensor array from the bottom toward the top of the
Sensor array;

0075 FIGS. 45A-C depict the disruption of neuromus
cular communication by a toxin;
0076 FIG. 45D depicts the attachment of differentially
protected lysine to a bead;
0.077 FIG. 46 depicts a system for measuring the absor
bance or emission of a Sensing particle;
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0078 FIG. 47 depicts receptors 3-6;
007.9 FIG. 48 depicts pH indicators which may be
coupled to a particle;
0080 FIG. 49 depicts a device for the analysis of IP in
cells,

0081 FIG. 50 depicts the structure of Indo-1 and com
pound 2 and the emission spectra of Indo-1 and compound

2 in the presence of Ca(II) and Ce(III), respectively;
0082 FIG. 51 depicts a scheme wherein binding of
citrate to a receptor frees up the Indo-1 for Ca(II) binding;
0.083 FIG. 52 depicts the change in FRET between
coumarin and 5-carboxyfluorescein on resin beads as a
function of the Solvent;

0084 FIG. 53 depicts a scheme wherein a signal of apo-7
to citrate is triggered by Cu(II) binding;
0085 FIG. 54 depicts the response of receptor 3 and
5-carboxyfluoroscein on a resin bead to the addition of
citrate;

0086 FIGS. 55A-I depict various sensing protocols for
receptor-indicator-polymeric resin particles,
0087 FIG. 56 depicts a peptide trimer receptor and a pair
of fluorescent indicators coupled to a polymeric resin;
0088 FIG. 57 depicts a synthetic scheme for anchoring
dansyl and dapoxyl indicators to 6% agarose glyoxalated
resin beads,

0089 FIG. 58 depicts the RGB epifluorescence of 6 in
EtOH with varying ratio buffer concentrations;
0090 FIG. 59 depicts indicators and polymeric beads
used for fluorescence Studies,

0091 FIG. 60 depicts Emission spectra of derivatized
dapoxyl dyes in various Solvents,
0092 FIG. 61 depicts a general structure of a chemically
Sensitive particle that includes a receptor and multiple
indicators coupled to a polymeric resin;
0093 FIGS. 62A-D depict various sensing protocols for
receptor-indicator-polymeric resin particles in which a
cleavage reaction occurs;
0094 FIG. 63 depicts a plot of the fluorescence signal of
a chemically Sensitive particle in the presence of trypsin,
0095 FIG. 64 depicts a block diagram illustrating a
System for collecting and transmitting chemical information
over a computer network;
0096 FIG. 65 depicts a flowchart of a method for col
lecting and transmitting chemical information over a com
puter network;
0097 FIG. 66 depicts a block diagram illustrating a
System for collecting and transmitting chemical information
over a computer network;
0.098 FIG. 67 depicts a flowchart of a method for col
lecting and transmitting chemical information over a com
puter network;
0099 FIG. 68 depicts a block diagram illustrating a
System for collecting and transmitting chemical information
over a computer network;
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0100 FIG. 69 depicts a flowchart of a method for col
lecting and transmitting chemical information over a com
puter network;
0101 FIGS. 70A-B depict a method of inserting particles
into a Sensor array using a vacuum pickup dispenser head;
0102 FIGS. 71A-B depict a method of inserting particles
into a Sensor array using a Solid dispenser head;
0103 FIGS. 72A-D depict a method of inserting particles
into a Sensor array using a vacuum chuck;
0104 FIG. 73 depicts a cross section view of a sensor
array which includes a passive pump System;
0105 FIG. 74A depicts a top view of the sensor array of
FIG. 57;

0106 FIG. 74B depicts a bottom view of the sensor array
of FIG. 57;

0107 FIGS. 75A-D depict top views of the individual
layers used to form a Sensor array;
0108 FIG. 76 depicts a top view of a sensor array which
includes multiple Suites of arrayS,
0109 FIG. 77 depicts an alternate cross sectional view of
a Sensor array which includes a passive transport System;
0110 FIG. 78 depicts a portable sensor array system;
0111 FIG. 79A-B depict views of an alternate portable
Sensor array;

0112 FIG.80 depicts an exploded view of a cartridge for

use in a portable Sensor array;
0113 FIG. 81 depicts a cross sectional view of a car
tridge for use in a portable Sensor array; and
0114 FIG. 82 depicts the placement of a particle into a
cavity.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

0115. Herein we describe a system and method for the
Simultaneous analysis of a fluid containing multiple ana
lytes. The System may be used for either liquid or gaseous
fluids. The System may generate patterns that are diagnostic
for both individual analytes and mixtures of the analytes.
The System, in Some embodiments, is made of a combina
tion of chemically Sensitive particles, formed in an ordered
array, capable of Simultaneously detecting many different
kinds of analytes rapidly. An aspect of the System is that the
array may be formed using a microfabrication process, thus
allowing the System to be manufactured in an inexpensive
C.

0.116) System for Analysis of Analytes
0117 Shown in FIG. 1 is an embodiment of a system for
detecting analytes in a fluid. The System, in Some embodi
ments, includes a light Source 110, a Sensor array 120 and a
detector 130. The light source 110 may be a white light
Source or light emitting diodes (LED). In one embodiment,
light source 110 may be a blue light emitting diode (LED)
for use in Systems relying on changes in fluorescence
Signals. For calorimetric (e.g., absorbance) based systems, a
white light source may be used. The sensor array 120, in
Some embodiments, is formed of a Supporting member
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which is configured to hold a variety of particles 124. A

detecting device 130 (e.g., a charge-coupled device “CCD')
may be positioned below the Sensor array to allow for data
acquisition. In another embodiment, the detecting device
130 may be positioned above the sensor array.
0118 Light originating from the light source 110, in some
embodiments, passes through the Sensor array 120 and out
through the bottom Side of the Sensor array. The Supporting
member and the particles together, in Some embodiments,
provide an assembly whose optical properties are well
matched for spectral analyses. Thus, light modulated by the
particles may pass through the Sensor array and onto the
proximally spaced detector 130. Evaluation of the optical

changes may be completed by Visual inspection (e.g., with
a microscope) or by use of a microprocessor 140 coupled to
the detector. For fluorescence measurements, a filter 135

may be placed between Supporting member 120 and detector
130 to remove the excitation wavelength. A fluid delivery
system 160 may be coupled to the supporting member. The
fluid delivery system 160 may be configured to introduce
Samples into and out of the Sensor array.
0119). In an embodiment, the sensor array system includes
an array of particles. Upon the Surface and within the interior
region of the particles are, in Some embodiments, located a
variety of receptors for interacting with analytes. The Sup
porting member, in Some embodiments, is used to localize
these particles as well as to Serve as a microenvironment in
which the chemical assays can be performed. For the chemi
cal/biological agent Sensor arrays, the particles used for
analysis are about 0.05-500 microns in diameter, and may

actually change size (e.g., Swell or shrink) when the chemi

cal environment changes. Typically, these changes occur
when the array System is exposed to the fluid Stream which
includes the analytes. For example, a fluid Stream which
comprises a non-polar Solvent, may cause non-polar par
ticles to change in Volume when the particles are exposed to
the Solvent. To accommodate these changes, it is preferred
that the Supporting member consist of an array of cavities
which Serve as micro test-tubes.

0120) The supporting member may be made of any
material capable of Supporting the particles, while allowing
the passage of the appropriate wavelength of light. The
Supporting member is also made of a material Substantially
impervious to the fluid in which the analyte is present. A
variety of materials may be used including plastics, glass,

Silicon based materials (e.g., Silicon, Silicon dioxide, Silicon
nitride, etc.) and metals. In one embodiment, the Supporting

member includes a plurality of cavities. The cavities may be
formed Such that at least one particle is Substantially con
tained within the cavity. Alternatively, a plurality of particles
may be contained within a Single cavity.
0121. In an embodiment, the Supporting member may
consist of a Strip of plastic which is Substantially transparent
to the wavelength of light necessary for detection. A Series
of cavities may be formed within the strip. The cavities may
be configured to hold at least one particle. The particles may
be contained within the Strip by a transparent cover which is
configured to allow passage of the analyte containing fluid
into the cavities.

0122) In another embodiment, the Supporting member
may be formed using a silicon wafer as depicted in FIG. 2.
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The silicon wafer 210 may include a substantially transpar
ent layer 220 formed on the bottom surface of the wafer. The
cavities 230, in one embodiment, are formed by an aniso
tropic etch process of the Silicon wafer. In one embodiment,
anisotropic etching of the Silicon wafer is accomplished
using a wet hydroxide etch. Photolithographic techniques
may be used to define the locations of the cavities. The
cavities may be formed such that the sidewalls of the cavities
are Substantially tapered at an angle of between about 50 to
60 degrees. Formation of Such angled cavities may be
accomplished by wet anisotropic etching of <100> Silicon.
The term “C100> silicon” refers to the crystal orientation of

the Silicon wafer. Other types of Silicon, (e.g., <110> and
<111> Silicon) may lead to steeper angled Sidewalls. For

example, <111> Silicon may lead to Sidewalls formed at
about 90 degrees. The angled Sides of the cavities in Some
embodiments, Serve as “mirror layers' which may improve
the light collection efficiency of the cavities. The etch
proceSS may be controlled So that the formed cavities extend
through the Silicon wafer to the upper Surface of transparent
layer 220. While depicted as pyramidal, the cavities may be
formed in a number of Shapes including but not limited to,
Spherical, oval, cubic, or rectangular. An advantage to using
a Silicon wafer for the Support member, is that the Silicon
material is Substantially opaque to the light produced from
the light source. Thus, the light may be inhibited from
passing from one cavity to adjacent cavities. In this manner,
light from one cavity may be inhibited from influencing the
Spectroscopic changes produced in an adjacent cavity.

0123 The silicon wafer, in some embodiments, has an

area of approximately 1 cm to about 100 cm and includes
about 10' to about 10 cavities. In an embodiment, about 100
cavities are formed in a ten by ten matrix. The center to
center distance between the cavities, in Some embodiments,

is about 500 microns. Each of the cavities may include at
least one particle.
0.124. The transparent layer 220 may serve as a window,
allowing light of a variety of wavelengths to pass through
the cavities 230 and to the detector. Additionally, the trans
parent layer may serve as a platform onto which the indi
vidual particles 235 may be positioned. The transparent

layer may be formed of silicon dioxide (SiO), silicon nitride
(SiN.) or Silicon dioxide/silicon nitride multi-layer Stacks.

The transparent layer, in Some embodiments, is deposited
onto the silicon wafer prior to the formation of the cavities.
0.125 The cavities 230 may be sized to substantially
contain a particle 235. The cavities are, in Some embodi
ments, larger than a particle. The cavities are, in Some
embodiments, sized to allow facile placement and removal
of the particle within the cavities. The cavity may be
Substantially larger than the particle, thus allowing the
particle to Swell during use. For example, a particle may
have a size as depicted in FIG.2 by particle 235. During use,

contact with a fluid (e.g., a Solvent) may cause the particle

to Swell, for example, to a size depicted as circle 236. In
Some embodiments, the cavity is sized to allow Such Swell
ing of the particle during use. A particle may be positioned
at the bottom of a cavity using, e.g., a micromanipulator.
After a particle has been placed within the cavity, a trans
parent cover plate 240 may be placed on top of the Support
ing member to keep the particle in place.
0.126 When forming an array which includes a plurality
of particles, the particles may be placed in the array in an
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ordered fashion using the micromanipulator. In this manner,
a ordered array having a predefined configuration of par
ticles may be formed. Alternatively, the particles may be
randomly placed within the cavities. The array may Subse
quently undergo a calibration test to determine the identity
of the particle at any Specified location in the Supporting
member.

0127. The transparent cover plate 240, in some embodi
ments, is coupled to the upper Surface of the Silicon wafer
220 such that the particles are inhibited from becoming
dislodged from the cavity. The transparent cover plate, in
Some embodiments, is positioned a fixed distance above the
Silicon wafer, as depicted in FIG. 2, to keep the particle in
place, while allowing the entrance of fluids into the cavities.
The transparent cover plate, in Some embodiments, is posi
tioned at a distance above the Substrate which is Substan

tially less than a width of the particle. The transparent cover
plate may be made of any material which is Substantially
transparent to the wavelength of light being utilized by the
detector. The transparent cover plate may be made of plastic,
glass, quartz, or Silicon dioxide/Silicon nitride.
0128. In one embodiment, the transparent cover plate

240, is a thin sheet of glass (e.g., a microscope Slide cover
slip). The slide may be positioned a fixed distance above the
silicon wafer. Support structures 241 (See FIG. 2) may be
placed upon the Silicon wafer 210 to position the transparent
cover plate 240. The Support structures may be formed from
a polymer or a Silicon based material. In another embodi
ment, a polymeric Substrate is coupled to the Silicon wafer
to form the Support Structures 241 for the transparent cover
plate 240. In an embodiment, a plastic material with an

adhesive backing (e.g., cellophane tape) is positioned on the

silicon wafer 210. After the Support structures 241 are placed
on the wafer the transparent cover plate 240 is placed upon
the Support Structures. The Support Structures inhibit the
transparent cover sheet from contacting the Silicon wafer
200. In this manner, a channel is formed between the silicon

wafer and the transparent cover plate which allow the fluid
to pass into the cavity, while inhibiting displacement of the
particle by the fluid.
0129. In another embodiment, the transparent cover plate
240 may be fastened to the upper surface of the silicon
wafer, as depicted in FIG. 3. In this embodiment, the fluid
may be inhibited from entering the cavities 230 by the
transparent cover plate 240. To allow passage of the fluid
into the cavities, a number of channels 250 may be formed
in the Silicon wafer. The channels, in one embodiment, are

oriented to allow passage of the fluid into Substantially all of
the cavities. When contacted with the fluid, the particles may
Swell to a size which may plug the channels. To prevent this
plugging, the channels may be formed near the upper portion
of the cavities, as depicted in FIG. 3. The channels, in one
embodiment, are formed using Standard photolithographic
masking to define the regions where the trenches are to be
formed, followed by the use of Standard etching techniques.
A depth of the cavity may be Such that the particle resides
substantially below the position of the channel. In this way,
the plugging of the channels due to Swelling of the particle
may be prevented.
0.130. The inner surfaces of the cavities may be coated
with a material to aid the positioning of the particles within
the cavities. In one embodiment, a thin layer of gold or Silver
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may be used to line the inner surface of the cavities. The
gold or Silver layer may act as an anchoring Surface to

low pressure chemical vapor deposition (“LPCVD”) pro

the gold or Silver layer may also increase the reflectivity of

reactor by reaction of ammonia (NH) and dichlorosilane
(SiClFI) at a gas flow rate of about 3.5:1, a temperature of
about 800 C., and a pressure of about 220 mTorr. The

anchor particles (e.g., via alkylthiol bonding). In addition,

the inner Surface of the cavities. The increased reflectance of

the Surface may enhance the analyte detection Sensitivity of
the System. Alternatively, polymer layers and Self-assembled
monolayerS formed upon the inner Surface of the cavities
may be used to control the particle adhesion interactions.
Additional chemical anchoring methods may be used for
Silicon Surfaces Such as those based on Siloxane type
reagents, which may be attached to Si-OH functionalities.
Similarly, monomeric and polymeric reagents attached to an
interior region of the cavities can be used to alter the local
wetting characteristics of the cavities. This type of method
ology can be used to anchor the particles as well as to alter
the fluid delivery characteristics of the cavity. Furthermore,
amplification of the Signals for the analytes may be accom
plished with this type of Strategy by causing preconcentra
tion of appropriate analytes in the appropriate type of
chemical environment.

0131. In another embodiment, the optical detector may be
integrated within the bottom transparent layer 220 of the
Supporting member, rather than using a separate detecting
device. The optical detectors may be formed using a Semi
conductor-based photodetector 255. The optical detectors
may be coupled to a microprocessor to allow evaluation of
fluids without the use of Separate detecting components.
Additionally, the fluid delivery system may also be incor
porated into the Supporting member. Micro-pumps and
micro-valves may also be incorporated into the Silicon wafer
to aid passage of the fluid through the cavities. Integration
of detectors and a fluid delivery System into the Supporting
member may allow the formation of a compact and portable
analyte Sensing System. Optical filters may also be inte
grated into the bottom membrane of the cavities. These
filters may prevent short wavelength excitation from pro

ducing “false' signals in the optical detection System (e.g.,
a CCD detector array) during fluorescence measurements.
0132 A sensing cavity may be formed on the bottom

Surface of the Support Substrate. An example of a Sensing
cavity that may be used is a Fabry-Perot type cavity.
Fabry-Perot cavity-based sensors may be used to detect
changes in optical path length induced by either a change in
the refractive indeX or a change in physical length of the
cavity. Using micromachining techniques, Fabry-Perot Sen
sors may be formed on the bottom surface of the cavity.
0.133 FIGS. 4A-F depict a sequence of processing steps
for the formation of a cavity and a planar top diaphragm
Fabry-Perot sensor on the bottom surface of a silicon based
Supporting member. A Sacrificial barrier layer 262a/b is
deposited upon both sides of a Silicon Supporting member
260. The silicon Supporting member 260 may be a double
Side polished Silicon wafer having a thickness ranging from
about 100 um to about 500 um, preferably from about 200
lum to about 400 um, and more preferably of about 300 um.
The barrier layer 262a/b may be composed of silicon
dioxide, Silicon nitride, or Silicon oxynitride. In one embodi
ment, the barrier layer 262a/b is composed of a Stack of
dielectric materials. As depicted in FIG. 4A, the barrier
layer 262a/b is composed of a Stack of dielectric materials
which includes a silicon nitride layer 271a/b and a silicon
dioxide layer 272a/b. Both layers may be deposited using a

cess. Silicon nitride may be deposited using an LPCVD
silicon nitride layer 271a/b is deposited to a thickness in the

range from about 100 A to about 500 A, preferably from 200
A to about 400 A, and more preferably of about 300 A.

Silicon dioxide is may be deposited using an LPCVD reactor

by reaction of Silane (SiH) and oxygen (O) at a gas flow
rate of about 3:4, a temperature of about 450° C., and a
pressure of about 110 mTorr. The silicon dioxide layer
272a/b is deposited to a thickneSS in the range from about

3000 A to about 7000 A, preferably from 4000 A to about
6000 A, and more preferably of about 5000 A. The front face

Silicon dioxide layer 272a, in one embodiment, acts as the
main barrier layer. The underlying silicon nitride layer 271a
acts as an intermediate barrier layer to inhibit overetching of
the main barrier layer during Subsequent KOH wet aniso
tropic etching Steps.
0.134. A bottom diaphragm layer 264a/b is deposited
upon the barrier layer 262a/b on both sides of the Supporting
member 260. The bottom diaphragm layer 264a/b may be
composed of Silicon nitride, Silicon dioxide, or Silicon
Oxynitride. In one embodiment, the bottom diaphragm layer
264a/b is composed of a Stack of dielectric materials. AS
depicted in FIG. 4A, the bottom diaphragm layer 264a/b is
composed of a Stack of dielectric materials which includes
a pair of silicon nitride layers 273a/b and 275a/b surround
ing a silicon dioxide layer 274a/b. All of the layers may be
deposited using an LPCVD process. The silicon nitride
layers 273a/b and 275a/b have a thickness in the range from

about 500 A to about 1000 A, preferably from 700 A to
about 800 A, and more preferably of about 750 A. The

silicon dioxide layer 274a/b has a thickness in the range

from about 3000 A to about 7000 A, preferably from 4000

A to about 6000 A, and more preferably of about 4500 A.

0.135 A cavity which will hold the particle may now be
formed in the supporting member 260. The bottom dia
phragm layer 264b and the barrier layer 262b formed on the
back side 261 of the silicon Supporting member 260 are
patterned and etched using Standard photolithographic tech
niques. In one embodiment, the layers are Subjected to a
plasma etch process. The plasma etching of Silicon dioxide
and Silicon nitride may be performed using a mixture of

carbontetrafluoride (CF) and oxygen (O2). The patterned
back side layers 262b and 264b may be used as a mask for
anisotropic etching of the Silicon Supporting member 260.
The Silicon Supporting member 260, in one embodiment, is
anisotropically etched with a 40% potassium hydroxide

(“KOH) solution at 80° C. to form the cavity. The etch is

stopped when the front side silicon nitride layer 271a is
reached, as depicted in FIG. 4B. The silicon nitride layer
271a inhibits etching of the main barrier layer 272a during
this etch process. The cavity 267 may be formed extending
through the Supporting member 260. After formation of the
cavity, the remaining portions of the back Side barrier layer
262b and the diaphragm layer 264b may be removed.
0.136 Etch windows 266 are formed through the bottom
diaphragm layer 264a on the front side of the wafer. A

masking layer (not shown) is formed over the bottom

diaphragm layer 264a and patterned using Standard photo
lithographic techniques. Using the masking layer, etch win
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dows 266 may be formed using a plasma etch. The plasma
etching of Silicon dioxide and Silicon nitride may be per

formed using a mixture of carbontetrafluoride (CF) and
oxygen (O). The etching is continued through the bottom

diaphragm layer 264a and partially into the barrier layer
262a. In one embodiment, the etching is stopped at approxi
mately half the thickness of the barrier layer 262a. Thus,
when the barrier layer 262a is subsequently removed the
etch windows 266 will extend through the bottom dia
phragm layer 264a, communicating with the cavity 267. By
Stopping the etching at a midpoint of the barrier layer, Voids
or discontinuities may be reduced since the bottom dia
phragm is still continuous due to the remaining barrier layer.
0.137 After the etch windows 266 are formed, a sacrifi
cial spacer layer 268a/b is deposited upon the bottom
diaphragm layer 264a and within cavity 267, as depicted in
FIG. 4C. The spacer layer may be formed from LPCVD
polysilicon. In one embodiment, the front Side deposited
spacer layer 268a will also at least partially fill the etch
windows 266. Polysilicon may be deposited using an

LPCVD reactor using silane (SiH) at a temperature of about
650 C. The spacer layer 268a/b is deposited to a thickness
in the range from about 4000 A to about 10,000 A, prefer
ably from 6000 A to about 8000 A, and more preferably of
about 7000 A. The preferred thickness of the Spacer layer
268a is dependent on the desired thickness of the internal air
cavity of the Fabry-Perot detector. For example, if a Fabry
Perot detector which is to include a 7000 A air cavity

between the top and bottom diaphragm layer is desired, a

Spacer layer having a thickness of about 7000 A would be
formed. After the Spacer layer has been deposited, a masking
layer for etching the spacer layer 268a (not shown) is used
to define the etch regions of the spacer layer 268a. The
etching may be performed using a composition of nitric acid
(HNO), water, and hydrogen fluoride (HF) in a ratio of
25:13:1, respectively, by volume. The lateral size of the
Subsequently formed cavity is determined by the masking
pattern used to define the etch regions of the Spacer layer

268a.

0138 After the spacer layer 268a has been etched, the top
diaphragm layer 270a/b is formed.
0.139. The top diaphragm 270a/b, in one embodiment, is
deposited upon the spacer layer 268a/b on both sides of the
supporting member. The top diaphragm 270a/b may be
composed of Silicon nitride, Silicon dioxide, or Silicon
oxynitride. In one embodiment, the top diaphragm 270a/b is
composed of a Stack of dielectric materials. AS depicted in
FIG. 4C, the top diaphragm 270a/b is composed of a stack
of dielectric materials which includes a pair of Silicon nitride
layers 283a/b and 285a/b surrounding a silicon dioxide layer
284a/b. All of the layers may be deposited using an LPCVD
process. The silicon nitride layers 283a/b and 285a/b have a

thickness in the range from about 1000 A to about 2000 A,
preferably from 1200 A to about 1700 A, and more prefer

ably of about 1500 A. The silicon dioxide layer 284a/b has

a thickness in the range from about 5000 A to about 15,500

A, preferably from 7500 A to about 12,000 A, and more
preferably of about 10,500 A.
0140. After depositing the top diaphragm 270a/b, all of
the layerS Stacked on the bottom face of the Supporting
member (e.g., layers 268b, 283b, 284b, and 285b) are
removed by multiple wet and plasma etching Steps, as
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depicted in FIG. 4D. After these layers are removed, the
now exposed portions of the barrier layer 262a are also
removed. This exposes the spacer layer 268a which is
present in the etch windows 266. The spacer layer 268 may
be removed from between the top diaphragm 270a and the
bottom diaphragm 264a by a wet etch using a KOH solution,
as depicted in FIG. 4D. Removal of the spacer material
268a, forms a cavity 286 between the top diaphragm layer
270a and the bottom diaphragm layer 264a. After removal
of the Spacer material, the cavity 286 may be washed using
deionized water, followed by isopropyl alcohol to clean out
any remaining etching Solution.
0141. The cavity 286 of the Fabry-Perot sensor may be
filled with a sensing Substrate 290, as depicted in FIG. 4E.
To coat the cavity 286 with a sensing substrate 290, the
Sensing Substrate may be dissolved in a Solvent. A Solution
of the Sensing Substrate is applied to the Supporting member
260. The solution is believed to rapidly enter the cavity 286
through the etched windows 266 in the bottom diaphragm
264a, aided in part by capillary action. AS the Solvent
evaporates, a thin film of the sensing Substrate 290 coats the
inner walls of the cavity 286, as well as the outer surface of
the bottom diaphragm 264a. By repeated treatment of the
Supporting member with the Solution of the Sensing Sub
Strate, the thickness of the Sensing Substrate may be varied.
0142. In one embodiment, the sensing substrate 290 is

poly(3-dodecylthiophene) whose optical properties change

in response to changes in oxidation States. The Sensing

substrate poly(3-dodecylthiophene) may be dissolved in a
Solvent Such as chloroform or Xylene. In one embodiment, a
concentration of about 0.1 g of poly(3-dodecylthiophene)/
mL is used. Application of the Solution of poly(3-dodecylth
iophene) to the Supporting member causes a thin film of
poly(3-dodecylthiophene) to be formed on the inner surface

of the cavity.
0143. In Some instances, the Sensing Substrate, when
deposited within a cavity of a Fabry-Perot type detector, may
cause StreSS in the top diaphragm of the detector. It is
believed that when a Sensing polymer coats a planar top
diaphragm, extra residual StreSS on the top diaphragm causes
the diaphragm to become deflected toward the bottom
diaphragm. If the deflection becomes to Severe, Sticking
between the top and bottom diaphragms may occur. In one
embodiment, this stress may be relieved by the use of
supporting members 292 formed within the cavity 286, as
depicted in FIG. 4F. The supporting members 292 may be
formed without any extra processing Steps to the above
described process flow. The formation of Supporting mem
berS may be accomplished by deliberately leaving a portion
of the Spacer layer within the cavity. This may be accom

plished by underetching the Spacer layer (e.g., terminating
the etch process before the entire etch process is finished).

The remaining Spacer will behave as a Support member to
reduce the deflection of the top diaphragm member. The size
and shape of the Support members may be adjusted by
altering the etch time of the Spacer layer, or adjusting the
shape of the etch windows 266.
0144. In another embodiment, a high sensitivity CCD
array may be used to measure changes in optical character
istics which occur upon binding of the biological/chemical
agents. The CCD arrays may be interfaced with filters, light
Sources, fluid delivery and micromachined particle recep
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tacles, So as to create a functional Sensor array. Data acqui
sition and handling may be performed with existing CCD

light then reaches the detector, reduced in intensity by the
absorbance of the particles. The detector may be configure

technology. Data streams (e.g., red, green, blue for calori
metric assays, gray intensity for fluorescence assays) may be

to measure the reduction in light intensity (i.e., the absor
bance) due to the particles. In another embodiment, the

transferred from the CCD to a computer via a data acqui
sition board. Current CCDS may allow for read-out rates of
10 pixels per Second. Thus, the entire array of particles may
be evaluated hundreds of times per Second allowing for
Studies of the dynamics of the various host-guest interaction
rates as well as the analyte/polymer diffusional characteris
tics. Evaluation of this data may offer a method of identi
fying and quantifying the chemical/biological composition
of the test Samples. CCD detectors may be configured to
measure white light, ultraViolet light or fluorescence. Other
detectorS Such as photomultiplier tubes, charge induction
devices, photodiode, photodiode arrays, and microchannel
plates may also be used. It should be understood that while
the detector is depicted as being positioned under the
Supporting member, the detector may also be positioned
above the Supporting member. It should also be understood
that the detector typically includes a Sensing element for
detecting the Spectroscopic events and a component for
displaying the detected events. The display component may
be physically Separated from the Sensing element. The
Sensing element may be positioned above or below the
Sensor array while the display component is positioned close
to a uSer.

0145. In one embodiment, a CCD detector may be used
to record color changes of the chemical Sensitive particles
during analysis. As depicted in FIG. 1, a CCD detector 130
may be placed beneath the Supporting member 120. The
light transmitted through the cavities is captured and ana
lyzed by the CCD detector. In one embodiment, the light is
broken down into three color components, red, green and
blue. To Simplify the data, each color is recorded using 8bits
of data. Thus, the data for each of the colors will appear as
a value between 0 and 255. The color of each chemical

Sensitive element may be represented as a red, blue and

green value. For example, a blank particle (i.e., a particle
which does not include a receptor) will typically appear
white. For example, when broken down into the red, green
and blue components, it is found that a typical blank particle
exhibits a red value of about 253, a green value of about 250,
and a blue value of about 222. This signifies that a blank
particle does not significantly absorb red, green or blue light.
When a particle with a receptor is Scanned, the particle may
exhibit a color change, due to absorbance by the receptor.
For example, it was found that when a particle which
includes a 5-carboxyfluorescein receptor is Subjected to
white light, the particle shows a strong absorbance of blue
light. The CCD detector values for the 5-carboxyfluorescein
particle exhibits a red value of about 254, a green value of
about 218, and a blue value of about 57. The decrease in

transmittance of blue light is believed to be due to the
absorbance of blue light by the 5-carboxyfluorescein. In this
manner, the color changes of a particle may be quantitatively
characterized. An advantage of using a CCD detector to
monitor the color changes is that color changes which may
not be noticeable to the human eye may now be detected.
0146 The support array may be configured to allow a
variety of detection modes to be practiced. In one embodi
ment, a light Source is used to generate light which is
directed toward the particles. The particles may absorb a
portion of the light as the light illuminates the particles. The

detector may be placed above the Supporting member. The
detector may be configured to measure the amount of light
reflected off of the particles. The absorbance of light by the
particles is manifested by a reduction in the amount of light
being reflected from the cavity. The light source in either
embodiment may be a white light Source or a fluorescent
light Source.
0147 Chemically Sensitive Particles
0.148. A particle, in some embodiments, possess both the
ability to bind the analyte of interest and to create a
modulated Signal. The particle may include receptor mol
ecules which posses the ability to bind the analyte of interest
and to create a modulated Signal. Alternatively, the particle
may include receptor molecules and indicators. The receptor
molecule may posses the ability to bind to an analyte of
interest. Upon binding the analyte of interest, the receptor
molecule may cause the indicator molecule to produce the
modulated Signal. The receptor molecules may be naturally
occurring or Synthetic receptors formed by rational design or
combinatorial methods. Some examples of natural receptors
include, but are not limited to, DNA, RNA, proteins,
enzymes, oligopeptides, antigens, and antibodies. Either
natural or Synthetic receptorS may be chosen for their ability
to bind to the analyte molecules in a specific manner. The
forces which drive association/recognition between mol
ecules include the hydrophobic effect, anion-cation attrac
tion, and hydrogen bonding. The relative Strengths of these
forces depend upon factorS Such as the Solvent dielectric
properties, the shape of the host molecule, and how it
complements the guest. Upon host-guest association, attrac
tive interactions occur and the molecules Stick together. The
most widely used analogy for this chemical interaction is

that of a “lock and key”. The fit of the key molecule (the
guest) into the lock (the host) is a molecular recognition
eVent.

0149. A naturally occurring or synthetic receptor may be
bound to a polymeric resin in order to create the particle. The
polymeric resin may be made from a variety of polymers
including, but not limited to, agarous, dextrose, acrylamide,
control pore glass beads, polystyrene-polyethylene glycol
resin, polystyrene-divinyl benzene resin, formylpolystyrene
resin, trityl-polystyrene resin, acetyl polystyrene resin, chlo
roacetyl polystyrene resin, aminomethyl polystyrene-divi
nylbenzene resin, carboxypolystyrene resin, chloromethy
lated polystyrene-divinylbenzene resin, hydroxymethyl
polystyrene-divinylbenzene resin, 2-chlorotrityl chloride
polystyrene resin, 4-benzyloxy-2'4'-dimethoxybenzhydrol

resin (Rink Acid resin), triphenyl methanol polystyrene

resin, diphenylmethanol resin, benzhydrol resin, Succinim
idyl carbonate resin, p-nitrophenyl carbonate resin, imida
Zole carbonate resin, polyacrylamide resin, 4-Sulfamylben

Zoyl-4'-methylbenzhydrylamine-resin (Safety-catch resin),
2-amino-2-(2-nitrophenyl) propionic acid-aminomethyl
resin (ANP Resin), p-benzyloxybenzyl alcohol-divinylben
Zene resin (Wang resin), p-methylbenzhydrylamine-divinyl
benzene resin (MBHA resin), Fmoc-2,4-dimethoxy-4-(car
boxymethyloxy)-benzhydrylamine linked to resin (Knorr
resin), 4-(2,4-Dimethoxyphenyl-Fmoc-aminomethyl)-phe
noxy resin (Rink resin), 4-hydroxymethyl-benzoyl-4'-meth
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ylbenzhydrylamine resin (HMBA-MBHA Resin), p-ni
trobenzophenone oxime resin (Kaiser oxime resin), and
amino-2,4-dimethoxy-4-(carboxymethyloxy)-benzhydry
lamine handle linked to 2-chlorotrityl resin (Knorr-2-chlo
rotrityl resin). In one embodiment, the material used to form

the polymeric resin is compatible with the solvent in which
the analyte is dissolved. For example, polystyrene-divinyl
benzene resin will Swell within non-polar solvents, but does
not significantly Swell within polar Solvents. Thus, polySty
rene-divinyl benzene resin may be used for the analysis of
analytes within non-polar Solvents. Alternatively, polySty
rene-polyethylene glycol resin will Swell with polar Solvents
Such as water. Polystyrene-polyethylene glycol resin may be
useful for the analysis of aqueous fluids.
0150. In one embodiment, a polystyrene-polyethylene
glycol-divinyl benzene material is used to form the poly
meric resin. The polystyrene-polyethylene glycol-divinyl
benzene resin is formed from a mixture of polystyrene 375,
divinyl benzene 380 and polystyrene-polyethylene glycol
385, see FIG. 5. The polyethylene glycol portion of the
polystyrene-polyethylene glycol 385, in one embodiment,
may be terminated with an amine. The amine Serves as a
chemical handle to anchor both receptors and indicator dyes.
Other chemical functional groupS may be positioned at the
terminal end of the polyethylene glycol to allow appropriate
coupling of the polymeric resin to the receptor molecules or
indicators.

0151. The chemically sensitive particle, in one embodi
ment, is capable of both binding the analyte(s) of interest
and creating a detectable signal. In one embodiment, the

particle will create an optical Signal when bound to an
analyte of interest. The use of Such a polymeric bound
receptors offers advantages both in terms of cost and con
figurability. Instead of having to Synthesize or attach a
receptor directly to a Supporting member, the polymeric
bound receptorS may be Synthesized en masse and distrib
uted to multiple different Supporting members. This allows
the cost of the Sensor array, a major hurdle to the develop
ment of mass-produced environmental probes and medical
diagnostics, to be reduced. Additionally, Sensor arrays which
incorporate polymeric bound receptors may be reconfigured
much more quickly than array Systems in which the receptor
is attached directly to the Supporting member. For example,
if a new variant of a pathogen or a pathogen that contains a
genetically engineered protein is a threat, then a new Sensor
array System may be readily created to detect these modified

analytes by simply adding new sensor elements (e.g., poly
meric bound receptors) to a previously formed Supporting
member.

0152. In one embodiment, a receptor, which is sensitive
to changes in the pH of a fluid Sample is bound to a
polymeric resin to create a particle. That is, the receptor is

sensitive to the concentration of hydrogen cations (H"). The

receptor in this case is typically Sensitive to the concentra
tion of ft in a fluid solution. The analyte of interest may
therefore be H'. There are many types of molecules which
undergo a color change when the pH of the fluid is changed.
For example, many types of dyes undergo Significant color
changes as the pH of the fluid medium is altered. Examples
of receptors which may be used to monitor the pH of a fluid
Sample include 5-carboxyfluorescein and alizarin complex
one, depicted in FIG. 6. Each of these receptors undergoes
Significant color changes as the pH of the fluid is altered.
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5-carboxyfluorescein undergoes a change from yellow to
orange as the pH of the fluid is increased. Alizarin com
pleXOne undergoes two color changes, first from yellow to
red, then from red to blue as the pH of the fluid increases.
By monitoring the change in color caused by dyes attached
to a polymeric particle, the pH of a Solution may be

qualitatively and, with the use of a detector (e.g., a CCD
detector), quantitatively monitored.
0153. In another embodiment, a receptor which is sensi

tive to presence of metal cations is bound to a polymeric
particle to create a particle. The receptor in this case is
typically Sensitive to the concentration of one or more metal
cations present in a fluid Solution. In general, colored
molecules which will bindications may be used to determine
the presence of a metal cation in a fluid Solution. Examples
of receptors which may be used to monitor the presence of
cations in a fluid Sample include alizarin complexone and
o-cresolphthalein complexone, see FIG. 6. Each of these
receptors undergoes significant color changes as the con
centration of a Specific metal ion in the fluid is altered.
Alizarin complexone is particularly Sensitive to lanthanum
ions. In the absence of lanthanum, alizarin complexone will
exhibit a yellow color. AS the concentration of lanthanum is
increased, alizarin complexone will change to a red color.
o-CreSolphthalein complexone is particularly Sensitive to
calcium ions. In the absence of calcium, o-cresolphthalein
complexone is colorless. AS the concentration of calcium is
increased, o-cresolphthalein complexone will change to a
blue color. By monitoring the change in color of metal cation
Sensitive receptors attached to a polymeric particle, the
presence of a specific metal ion may be qualitatively and,

with the use of a detector (e.g., a CCD detector), quantita

tively monitored.
0154 Referring to FIG. 7, a graph of the absorbance of

green light vs. concentration of calcium (Ca") is depicted

for a particle which includes an o-creSolphthalein complex
one receptor. AS the concentration of calcium is increased,
the absorbance of green light increases in a linear manner up

to a concentration of about 0.0006 M. A concentration of

0.0006 M is the solubility limit of calcium in the fluid, thus
no significant change in absorbance is noted after this point.
The linear relationship between concentration and absor
bance allows the concentration of calcium to be determined

by measuring the absorbance of the fluid Sample.
O155 In one embodiment, a detectable signal may be
caused by the altering of the physical properties of an
indicator ligand bound to the receptor or the polymeric resin.
In one embodiment, two different indicators are attached to

a receptor or the polymeric resin. When an analyte is
captured by the receptor, the physical distance between the
two indicators may be altered Such that a change in the
Spectroscopic properties of the indicators is produced. A
variety of fluorescent and phosphorescent indicators may be
used for this Sensing Scheme. This process, known as Forster
energy transfer, is extremely Sensitive to Small changes in
the distance between the indicator molecules.

0156 For example, a first fluorescent indicator 320 (e.g.,
a fluorescein derivative) and a second fluorescent indictor
330 (e.g., a rhodamine derivative) may be attached to a

receptor 300, as depicted in FIG. 8. When no analyte is
present short wavelength excitation 310 may excite the first
fluorescent indicator 320, which fluoresces as indicated by
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312. The short wavelength excitation, however, may cause
little or no fluorescence of the Second fluorescent indicator

330. After binding of analyte 350 to the receptor, a structural
change in the receptor molecule may bring the first and
Second fluorescent indicators closer to each other. This

change in intermolecular distance may allow the excited first
indicator 320 to transfer a portion of its fluorescent energy
325 to the second fluorescent indicator 330. This transfer in

energy may be measured by either a drop in energy of the
fluorescence of the first indicator molecule 320, or the

detection of increased fluorescence 314 by the second indi
cator molecule 330.

O157 Alternatively, the first and second fluorescent indi
cators may initially be positioned Such that short wavelength
excitation, may cause fluorescence of both the first and
Second fluorescent indicators, as described above. After

binding of analyte 350 to the receptor, a structural change in
the receptor molecule may cause the first and Second fluo
rescent indicators to move further apart. This change in
intermolecular distance may inhibit the transfer of fluores
cent energy from the first indicator 320 to the second
fluorescent indicator 330. This change in the transfer of
energy may be measured by either a drop in energy of the
fluorescence of the second indicator molecule 330, or the

detection of increased fluorescence by the first indicator
molecule 320.

0158. In another embodiment, an indicator ligand may be
preloaded onto the receptor. An analyte may then displace
the indicator ligand to produce a change in the Spectroscopic
properties of the particles. In this case, the initial back
ground absorbance is relatively large and decreases when
the analyte is present. The indicator ligand, in one embodi
ment, has a variety of spectroscopic properties which may be
measured. These spectroscopic properties include, but are
not limited to, ultraViolet absorption, Visible absorption,
infrared absorption, fluorescence, and magnetic resonance.
In one embodiment, the indicator is a dye having either a
Strong fluorescence, a strong ultraViolet absorption, a Strong
Visible absorption, or a combination of these physical prop
erties. Examples of indicators include, but are not limited to,
carboxyfluorescein, ethidium bromide, 7-dimethylamino-4methylcoumarin, 7-diethylamino-4-methylcoumarin, eosin,
erythrosin, fluorescein, Oregon Green 488, pyrene,
Rhodamine Red, tetramethylrhodamine, Texas Red, Methyl
Violet, Crystal Violet, Ethyl Violet, Malachite green, Methyl
Green, Alizarin Red S, Methyl Red, Neutral Red, o-cresol
Sulfonephthalein, o-creSolphthalein, phenolphthalein, Acri
dine Orange, B-naphthol, coumarin, and a-naphthionic acid.
When the indicator is mixed with the receptor, the receptor
and indicator interact with each other Such that the above

mentioned spectroscopic properties of the indicator, as well
as other spectroscopic properties may be altered. The nature
of this interaction may be a binding interaction, wherein the
indicator and receptor are attracted to each other with a
sufficient force to allow the newly formed receptor-indicator
complex to function as a Single unit. The binding of the
indicator and receptor to each other may take the form of a
covalent bond, an ionic bond, a hydrogen bond, a van der
Waals interaction, or a combination of these bonds.

0159. The indicator may be chosen such that the binding
Strength of the indicator to the receptor is less than the
binding Strength of the analyte to the receptor. Thus, in the
presence of an analyte, the binding of the indicator with the
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receptor may be disrupted, releasing the indicator from the
receptor. When released, the physical properties of the
indicator may be altered from those it exhibited when bound
to the receptor. The indicator may revert back to its original
Structure, thus regaining its original physical properties. For
example, if a fluorescent indicator is attached to a particle
that includes a receptor, the fluorescence of the particle may
be strong before treatment with an analyte containing fluid.
When the analyte interacts with the particle, the fluorescent
indicator may be released. Release of the indicator may
cause a decrease in the fluorescence of the particle, Since the
particle now has less indicator molecules associated with it.
0160 An example of this type of system is illustrated by
the use of a boronic acid substituted resin 505 as a particle.
Prior to testing, the boronic acid substituted resin 505 is
treated with a sugar 510 which is tagged with an indicator

(e.g., resorufin) as depicted in FIG. 9. The Sugar 510 binds
to the boronic acid receptor 500 imparting a color change to

the boronic substituted resin 505 (yellow for the resorufin
tagged sugar). When the boronic acid resin 505 is treated

with a fluid Sample which includes a Sugar 520, the tagged
Sugar 510 may be displaced, causing a decrease in the
amount of color produced by the boronic acid substituted
resin 505. This decrease may be qualitatively or, with the use

of a detector (e.g., a CCD detector), quantitatively moni
tored.

0.161 In another embodiment, a designed synthetic
receptor may be used. In one embodiment, a polycarboxylic
acid receptor may be attached to a polymeric resin. The
polycarboxylic receptors are discussed in U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 08/950,712 which is incorporated herein by
reference.

0162. In an embodiment, the analyte molecules in the
fluid may be pretreated with an indicator ligand. Pretreat
ment may involve covalent attachment of an indicator ligand
to the analyte molecule. After the indicator has been attached
to the analyte, the fluid may be passed over the Sensing
particles. Interaction of the receptors on the Sensing particles
with the analytes may remove the analytes from the Solution.
Since the analytes include an indicator, the Spectroscopic
properties of the indicator may be passed onto the particle.
By analyzing the physical properties of the Sensing particles
after passage of an analyte Stream, the presence and con
centration of an analyte may be determined.
0163 For example, the analytes within a fluid may be
derivatized with a fluorescent tag before introducing the
Stream to the particles. AS analyte molecules are adsorbed by
the particles, the fluorescence of the particles may increase.
The presence of a fluorescent Signal may be used to deter
mine the presence of a specific analyte. Additionally, the
Strength of the fluorescence may be used to determine the
amount of analyte within the Stream.
0164 Receptors
0.165 A variety of natural and synthetic receptors may be
used. The Synthetic receptorS may come from a variety of

classes including, but not limited to, polynucleotides (e.g.,
aptamers), peptides (e.g., enzymes and antibodies), Synthetic
receptors, polymeric unnatural biopolymers (e.g., polythio
ureas, polyguanidiniums), and imprinted polymerS., Some of
which are generally depicted in FIG. 10. Natural based
Synthetic receptors include receptors which are structurally

